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Randy Johnson Quotes

       Work hard. And have patience. Because no matter who you are, you're
going to get hurt in your career and you have to be patient to get
through the injuries. 
~Randy Johnson

When I was younger and inexperienced, I was a very animated pitcher.
I pitched with a lot of adrenaline. I was my own worst enemy when
things weren't gong well. 
~Randy Johnson

When you win, you want more of it. You can't win enough. 
~Randy Johnson

I threw a lot of balls and walked a lot of batters. Not something I'm
proud of, but something I learned from. 
~Randy Johnson

When you can throw 97 miles an hour and put the ball over the plate
anytime you want, it's fun. 
~Randy Johnson

I expect to win. I've never been content with anything I've ever done. 
~Randy Johnson

The word 'potential' used to hang over me like a cloud. 
~Randy Johnson

Any time I've taken the mound, it's always been the old
Samson-and-Goliath story written about me. 
~Randy Johnson

I'm tired of people questioning me because of my age. If you looked at
my numbers and watched me throw and covered my birthdate, would
age be an issue? 
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~Randy Johnson

I've refined my mechanics, refined my pitches. I've gotten more
confidence, and I've gotten more determination. I've got a better idea
what I'm doing out there. 
~Randy Johnson

Nolan Ryan helped me with baseball, and my dad passing away gave
me a bigger heart. 
~Randy Johnson

When I'm healthy, I can still pitch. I know I can still pitch at that level
and get the results that I want. 
~Randy Johnson

I learned a lot from not having success, and realizing when you do have
success, how hard it is to maintain it, and what you have to do to
maintain it. 
~Randy Johnson

I had a million-dollar arm, but I wasn't thinking enough about how to be
a pitcher. 
~Randy Johnson

A lot of heavyweights, with the exception of a few Eastern Europe
fighters, they really look like being a heavyweight is just like, who can
eat the most Pizza Hut and McDonalds. 
~Randy Johnson

I listened to all types of music, and obviously when I got to Seattle I was
very much aware of the music scene there. 
~Randy Johnson

We're at the crossroads, ... where we need to win to stay alive. 
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~Randy Johnson
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